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                                 Appeal Activity in the Public Assistance Programs           RUN 04/03/06

                                                  March 2006
                                                                                             FOOD
                                                 TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA
                                     TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD
  NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 1,828   157    47     56   404 1127    0      7     0     30     0     0
  NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD        650   102   102     40   236  143    0      3     0     24     0     0
  NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD     494    79    44     40   219  103    0      3     0      6     0     0
  NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD    1,984   180   105     56   421 1167    0      7     0     48     0     0
  AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING
  REQUEST - TOTAL                      494    79    44     40   219  103    0      3     0      6     0     0
    APPLICATION DENIED                 232    13     0      9   150   59    0      1     0      0     0     0
    NOT GRANT RELATED                  142    14    42      9    32   38    0      1     0      6     0     0
    DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE       107    45     1     17    37    6    0      1     0      0     0     0
    GRANT AMOUNT                        13     7     1      5     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
  METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME
    TOTAL                              494    79    44     40   219  103    0      3     0      6     0     0
    MODIFIED DECISION                   58     1     0      1    56    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
    IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT                20     4     1      1     5    8    0      0     0      1     0     0
    NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT           128    39     7      6    44   26    0      1     0      5     0     0
              OTHER MEANS:
    WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF       2     0     0      1     1    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
                CLAIMANT
    WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR      61     4    14      6    32    5    0      0     0      0     0     0
                OF CLAIMANT
    ABANDONED OR DEATH                  59    20     3     11    13   11    0      1     0      0     0     0
    DENIED                             146     8    17      9    62   50    0      0     0      0     0     0
    VOID                                20     3     2      5     6    3    0      1     0      0     0     0
  TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
  SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL            206    44     8      8   105   34    0      1     0      6     0     0
    LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  100    22     4      4    69    1    0      0     0      0     0     0
    30 - 60 DAYS                        72    22     4      4    27    8    0      1     0      6     0     0
    61 - 90 DAYS                         6     0     0      0     5    1    0      0     0      0     0     0
    MORE THAN 90 DAYS                   28     0     0      0     4   24    0      0     0      0     0     0
    AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     72.4  32.1  28.8   29.5  30.3 283.4  .0   40.0    .0     31     0     0
  TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
  DISPOSITION - TOTAL                  494    79    44     40   219  103    0      3     0      6     0     0
    LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  163    15    30     21    84   11    0      2     0      0     0     0
    30 - 60 DAYS                       176    47    11     17    91    4    0      0     0      6     0     0
    61 - 90 DAYS                        52    16     2      1    28    4    0      1     0      0     0     0
    MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  103     1     1      1    16   84    0      0     0      0     0     0
    AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     97.8  45.5  31.7   35.5  45.4 306.8  .0   33.3    .0     42     0     0
  PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING
    TOTAL                              206    44     8      8   105   34    0      1     0      6     0     0
    NEED STANDARD                        0     0     0      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
    INCOME OR RESOURCES                172    35     1      8    99   28    0      1     0      0     0     0
    DISREGARDS                           0     0     0      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
    NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS       34     9     7      0     6    6    0      0     0      6     0     0
  REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING
  HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL              206    44     8      8   105   34    0      1     0      6     0     0
    LEGAL COUNSEL                        8     0     1      0     3    4    0      0     0      0     0     0
    SELF                               193    42     7      7   100   30    0      1     0      6     0     0
    OTHER                                5     2     0      1     2    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
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